Rural IT Quiz – Question Paper for Round 1 Test
1. In November 2013, which word was announced as being the "word of the year" by the Oxford
English Dictionary?
a) Selfie b) Tweet c) Doodle
2. What is a unique string of numbers separated by full stops that identifies each computer using
the web to communicate over a network?
a) USL code b)IP address c)URL address
3. Firefox, Opera, Chrome, Safari and Explorer are all types of what?
a)Anti Virus b) Search Engines c) Web Browsers
4. If one presses ‘ctrl Z’, what is it a shortcut for?
a) Copy b) Undo c) Paste
5. How many ‘Enter’ Keys are there on a standard computer keyboard?
a) 1 b) 2 c) 3
6. 4bits = 1 _______.
a) Bite b) Nibble c) Pebble
7. Expand ROM as in CD-ROM?
a) Random Optic Machine b)Re-Writable Memory c) Read Only Memory
8. What word connects control column of an aircraft with a pointing device to play computers?
a) Joystick b) Pilot c) SONAR
9. From the world of Microsoft what is a Surface?
a) Projector b) Tablet c) PC
10. '.BAK' extension refers usually to what kind of file?
a) Beta Files b) Bug Files c) Backup files
11. Find the odd one out?
a) Printer b) Mouse c) Keyboard
12. Pareeniti Chopra and Varun Dhawan are brand ambassadors of which famous app?
a) Whatsapp b) WeChat c) Line
13. A word that looks underlined on a web page is usually what?
a) Superlink b) Megalink c) Hyperlink
14. If a web browser shows Error 404, what does it means?
a) Payment Declined b) Page not Found c) Unauthorized
15. Who designed the computer named Colossus to break German codes during World War II?
a) Allan Turing b) Charles Babbage c) Grace hopper
16. iWoz is the autobiography of which founder of a tech giant?
17. Like, Poke and Tag are features of which social networking website?
18. Who in has been appointed the Minister in charge of Communications & Information Technology
on 27th May, 2014?
19. Rajeev Suri is the CEO of which mobile manufacturer?
20. Graphite, Touch, Paperwhite and Fire are versions of which device?

No negative marking. 1 mark for a correct answer.

SCORE:

Rural IT Quiz – Answer Paper of Round 1 Test
1. In November 2013, which word was announced as being the "word of the year" by the
Oxford English Dictionary?
a) Selfie b) Tweet c) Doodle
2. What is a unique string of numbers separated by full stops that identifies each computer
using the web to communicate over a network?
a) USL code b)IP address c)URL address
3. Firefox, Opera, Chrome, Safari and Explorer are all types of what?
a)Anti Virus b) Search Engines c) Web Browsers
4. If one presses ‘ctrl Z’, what is it a shortcut for?
a) Copy b) Undo c) Paste
5. How many ‘Enter’ Keys are there on a standard computer keyboard?
a) 1 b) 2 c) 3
6. 4bits = 1 _______.
a) Bite b) Nibble c) Pebble
7. Expand ROM as in CD-ROM?
a) Random Optic Machine b)Re-Writable Memory c) Read Only Memory
8. What word connects control column of an aircraft with a pointing device to play computers?
a) Joystick b) Pilot c) SONAR
9. From the world of Microsoft what is a Surface?
a) Projector b) Tablet c) PC
10. '.BAK' extension refers usually to what kind of file?
a) Beta Files b) Bug Files c) Backup files
11. Find the odd one out?
a) Printer b) Mouse c) Keyboard
12. Pareeniti Chopra and Varun Dhawan are brand ambassadors of which famous app?
a) Whatsapp b) WeChat c) Line
13. A word that looks underlined on a web page is usually what?
a) Superlink b) Megalink c) Hyperlink
14. If a web browser shows Error 404, what does it means?
a) Payment Declined b) Page not Found c) Unauthorized
15. Who designed the computer named Colossus to break German codes during World War II?
a) Allan Turing b) Charles Babbage c) Grace hopper
16. iWoz is the autobiography of which founder of a tech giant? Steve Wozniak
17. Like, Poke and Tag are features of which social networking website? Facebook
18. Who in has been appointed the Minister in charge of Information Technology on 27th May, 2014?
Ravi Shankar Prasad
19. Rajeev Suri is the CEO of which mobile manufacturer? Nokia
20. Graphite, Touch, Paperwhite and Fire are versions of which device? Kindle

